What is your favorite dinosaur? For most of our visitors, *T. rex* or *Triceratops* is the answer. Try these masks on for size and practice your best dinosaur roar!

**Know before you begin**
- This activity can be done inside or outside
- All supplies are easy to find, substitute or leave out entirely
- Adult supervision is recommended
- Please choose a safe space to play

**Materials**
- Printed *T. rex* or *Triceratops* mask
- Crayons or colored pencils
- Elastic, string or yarn
- Scissors

**Instructions**
1. Print your mask on cardstock.
2. Color your mask.
3. Cut out your mask and remember to cut out black eye holes and holes on either side for string.
4. Add yarn (elastic) to mask.
5. Wear your mask and practice your best dinosaur roar!